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Customer Purchase Order received via E-mail from Customer

Log into Outlook and check for received PO e-mails
Open e-mail and save attachments
Open attachments (may be sent in all types of file formats 
including Images and/or PDF Files that require OCR technology)

ERP SystemConverts to structured data that can be converted into different 
file formats, as well as compatible with RPA BOT functions

Extract unstructured data (i.e. PDF, JPEG) and convert into 
structured data using OCR technology

If any data is missing and/or customer is on Order Block (i.e. credit line is 
exceeded), RPA BOT will delegate to a human user for further decisions

RPA BOT can also automatically check the applicable customer’s 
credit status within the Customer Master Data in central system

User Decision
Provide more data or Reject 
and follow up with Customer

Brity RPA BOT Sends Confirmation E-mail
Brity RPA will send successful Order Confirmation 
e-mail to both Customer and assigned e-mail 
address (Sales Rep or Account Manager)

Brity RPA BOT checks for applicable E-mails

Optical Character Recognition by Tesseract OCR

Brity RPA BOT Automated Sales Order Creation in centralized ERP System

Order Processing Execution by Brity RPA BOT

APPROVED

REJECTED

Tesseract OCR

Use Case : Intelligent Purchase Order ProcessingPurchase Order Processing
For manual PO (email received PO in PDF/image/Excel etc.) 
processing

Brity RPA automatically retrieves PO by downloading from 
Email

If file type is unstructured (e.g. PDF, JPEG), Brity RPA will trigger 
Optical Character Recognition (OCR) to convert to 
structured data to be able to use in subsequent Sales Order 
creation

Verify that all required data is present (if not, it will trigger an 
error scenario alerting Sales team that a human intervention is 
required due to missing/erroneous data from customer within PO)

Once verified, using the extracted data (customer info, SKU, 
pricing, etc.) Brity RPA will automatically open the ERP system 
being used for Sales Order creation, enter all necessary data 
for creation and execute

Once Sales Order has been created, it can be set to alert 
sales team/customers/etc. of successful order creation

Automating PO process to optimize sales and supply chain 

*Only when
required


